
Link to the Gina Rinehart 
Channel 7 Extended Interview 

(10 minutes 30 seconds) 
follows: 

 
https://youtu.be/5jiAZonsgPo 

 

https://youtu.be/5jiAZonsgPo


NOD FOR GINA’S $365M CATTLE TAKEOVER
SHARRI MARKSONAUSTRALIA’s richest 

woman, Gina Rinehart, will 
own one of the country’s 
largest cattle empires after 
Treasurer Scott Morrison 
approved the deal.

The mining billionaire 
has led a $365 million 
takeover of beef producer 
S. Kidman & Co, which has 
10 cattle stations, a bull 
breeding stud farm and a 

feedlot. Despite earlier 
rejecting a bid from a 
Chinese consortium 
because of national security 
concerns, Mr Morrison 
yesterday authorised the 
sale of Kidman to 
Australian Outback Beef. 

Ms Rinehart’s Hancock
Beef is the majority owner 

but Chinese company 
Shanghai Cred Real Estate 
Stock has a 33 per cent 
share. Kidman’s 
101,000sq km is the largest 
privately owned property in 
the country.

Mr Morrison said his 
previous concerns over 
selling Kidman to a foreign 
company were mitigated by 
removing the largest 

property, Anna Creek, from 
the sale. It will be sold to a 
local farming family. 

He said he welcomed 
foreign investment where it 
was “consistent with our 
national interests”. 

“Without it, Australia’s
output, employment and 
standard of living would all 
be lower,” he said.
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Gina Rinehart will 
be majority owner 
of the giant 
Kidman holdings.
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Rinehart’s 
Kidman 
bid wins 
approval
DANIEL PALMER

A GINA Rinehart-led take-
over offer for S Kidman & Co,
Australia’s largest landholder,
has been waved through by
Treasurer Scott Morrison,
bringing an end to the long-
running sale saga.

Mrs Rinehart (pictured)
teamed up with Shanghai
CRED Real Estate Stock Co to
tender a $365 million bid in
October.

That bid came after a
Shanghai Pengxin-led consor-
tium’s offer for the cattle sta-
tions was blocked on national
interest grounds in April.

The Rinehart-Shanghai
offer was later raised to $386.5
million after a rival bid was
lodged by some of the country’s
wealthiest farming families.

Mrs Rinehart and Shanghai
CRED own two-thirds and
one-third of Outback Beef, the
company pursuing the pur-
chase, respectively.

Kidman operates 10 cattle
stations, which account for
about 1.3 per cent of Australia’s
total land area.

“Outback Beef has made a
commitment of significant in-
vestments into the Kidman

business,” Mr Morri-
son said. 

“The sale process
has been extensive
and heavily scrutin-
ised, and afforded
ample opportunity for
Australian bidders to
participate.

“Previous security
concerns that influ-
enced my earlier rejec-

tion of sale proposals have
been mitigated by excision of
Anna Creek, the largest single
property in Australia part of
which is located in the Woo-
mera Prohibited Area in South
Australia, from the proposed
sale to Outback Beef.”

That property will be pur-
chased by the Williams Cattle
Company, which runs other
pastoral operations adjacent to
Anna Creek.

Mrs Rinehart said the ac-
quisition would leave her com-
pany, Hancock, as one of the
nation’s top three beef produc-
ers with a herd of about
300,000 cattle.

“Three quarters of this
country’s beef production is
exported, and export markets
are critical for the industry’s

future,” Mrs Rinehart said.
“The Treasurer’s approach

for the sale of Kidman has ena-
bled a local Australian com-
pany to pay a fair market price
and retain Kidman in Austra-
lian control.” Approvals by
Chinese authorities are ex-
pected soon, she said.

Mrs Rinehart has begun to
aggressively expand her cattle
holdings in the Northern Ter-
ritory and Western Australia,

most re-
ently buy-
ng two

a s t o r a l
t a t i o n s
p a n n i n g

more than
50,000ha
wned by
n d o n e -
a’s Japfa
antori.
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Following months of speculation as to whether or not Morrison would approve a bid 
involving a foreign firm, the Treasurer released a statement on Friday formally approving the 
sale of the cattle empire to Australian Outback Beef (AOB), a venture 67 percent owned by 
Gina Rinehart's Hancock Prospecting and 33 percent by China's Shanghai CRED. 

Morrison had previously knocked back Chinese-majority bids for the empire due to worries 
over "national security" and "national interest", but under the deal struck with AOB, 
Morrison said there would be no cause for concern. 

"Consistent with the recommendation from the Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB), I 
have decided that the acquisition of Kidman as proposed would not be contrary to the 
national interest and will be permitted to proceed as proposed," Morrison said in a statement 
on Friday. 

Under the agreement, S. Kidman & Co's contentious Anna Creek holding, which backs onto 
the Royal Australian Air Force's (RAAF) Woomera weapons testing range, would not be 
included as part of the sale to AOB. 

"Under the proposal the largest station in the Kidman group, Anna Creek and its outstation 
The Peake, will be acquired by the Williams Family, a local farming family with properties 
that adjoin Anna Creek," Morrison said. 

"The remainder of the S. Kidman & Co. Limited business will be acquired by Australian 
Outback Beef Pty Ltd (Outback Beef). 

"Under the proposal Australian-owned Hancock will control the Board, and will control day-
to-day operation of the business. Kidman will remain majority Australian owned under this 
proposal, and remain an Australian incorporated company headquartered in South Australia." 

Morrison said the AOB deal in conjunction with the separate sale of Anna Creek would mean 
the Kidman cattle empire will remain majority Australian owned. 

"Currently Kidman is 33.9 percent foreign owned," Morrison said. "With the sale of Anna 
Creek and The Peake, the proposal I am approving today represents a significant increase in 
overall Australian ownership from 66.1 percent to 74.7 percent." 

Earlier this year, Morrison knocked back a Chinese-majority $280 million bid for the 
landholding, while the AOB bid is expected to be in the ball-park of $295 million. 

It is unclear as to whether or not AOB will pay less for the acquisition seeing as though the 
Anna Creek station is off the table. 

The Kidman empire covers 101,000 square km of pastoral land, representing 2.6 percent of 
Australia's total agricultural land. 

 

 

Treasurer backs Rinehart buying Kidman pastoral empire 
Sean Smith 
The West Australian 
December 9, 2016 

 

Gina Rinehart’s $365 million takeover of pastoral empire S. Kidman & Co appears a 
formality after today winning the backing of Treasurer Scott Morrison. 

Mrs Rinehart’s Hancock Prospecting combined with a 33 per cent partner, Shanghai CRED 
Real Estate, in October after an earlier all-Chinese bid led by Shanghai CRED was scuppered 
on national interest grounds. 

Kidman is Australia’s biggest landholder, with its properties spanning 101,000 sqkm across 
four States and Territories, grazing 185,000 cattle to support beef exports to South-east Asia, 
Japan and the US. 

“The sale process has been extensive and heavily scrutinised, and afforded ample opportunity 
for Australian bidders to participate,” Mr Morrison said today, noting the sale to the 
Hancock-led venture would increase the Australian ownership of Kidman. 

He said the Hancock bidding company, Outback Beef, had “made a commitment of 
significant investments into the Kidman business”. 

This included increasing the herd size by 20,000 head of cattle over the next 18 months and 
investing up to $19 million in capital improvements, with 35 new jobs to be created. 

Mrs Rinehart, Hancock’s chairwoman, said the acquisition would elevate the WA company 
into the top three beef producers in Australia, with a combined herd size of up to 300,000 
head. 

“Three-quarters of this country’s beef production is exported, and export markets are critical 
for the industry’s future,” she said. 
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geographic area. 
 
In a statement, Kidman and Co managing director Greg Campbell welcomed the decision. 
 
"Gina Rinehart is a prominent Australian and we appreciate her desires to further invest and grow the 
business," he said. 
 
 

 

Billionaire Rinehart Cleared to Buy Iconic Aussie Cattle Company 
by Edward Johnson 
Bloomberg 
 

- Treasurer approves sale of S. Kidman to Hancock, Shanghai CRED 
- Agreement ends year of uncertainty over sprawling property 

 

 
 
Billionaire Gina Rinehart and her Chinese business partner have been cleared by the Australian government 
to buy iconic cattle company S. Kidman & Co., ending more than a year of uncertainty over the future of the 
vast property. 
 
Treasurer Scott Morrison said the deal meant that Kidman, which spans about 1.3 percent of the nation’s 
total land area, would remain majority Australian owned. The largest cattle station, Anna Creek and a 
property known as the Peake, will be carved out and acquired by the local Williams farming family, 
Morrison said in a statement Friday. 
 
Founded in 1899 by so-called Cattle King Sidney Kidman, the company’s ranches span 101,000 square 
kilometers (39,000 square miles) and carry about 185,000 cattle. Acting on the advice of the Foreign 

Investment Review Board, the government blocked the sale to a Chinese company in November last year, 
saying the proximity of the Anna Creek ranch to a weapons-testing range could compromise national 
security. 
 
Rinehart’s A$386.5 million ($288.1 million) bid, made under the entity Australian Outback Beef Pty., was 
unanimously recommended by the Kidman board in October, topping a rival offer by a group of outback 
ranchers. Her Hancock Prospecting Pty owns 67 percent of Outback Beef and Shanghai CRED Real Estate 
Stock Co. owns the rest. 
 
 

 

Scott Morrison approves sale of Kidman & Co to Rinehart's Chinese joint 
venture 
Paul Karp 
The Guardian 
9 December 
 

The treasurer says the sale to Australian Outback Beef will increase overall Australian ownership of S 
Kidman to 74.7% 

Mining magnate Gina Rinehart’s joint venture with a Chinese company will buy S Kidman & Co, 
Australia’s biggest agricultural property, after the treasurer approved the sale. 

On Friday Scott Morrison announced he had approved the bid from Australian Outback Beef, which is 67% 
owned by Rinehart’s Hancock Beef and 33% owned by Shanghai CRED. 

The largest station in the Kidman group, Anna Creek in South Australia, and its outstation The Peake, will 
be bought by the Williams family, a local farming family with adjoining properties. The rest will be sold to 
the joint venture. 

Morrison said the deal increased Australian ownership in the properties currently part of the Kidman group 
from 66.1% to 74.7%. 

Rinehart said the purchase would put her company in the top three beef producers in Australia, with a 
combined herd size growing to about 300,000 head. 

The company planned to invest in technology and infrastructure with the potential to create 100 jobs in 
regional communities. 

“The treasurer’s approach to the sale of Kidman enabled a local Australian company to pay a fair market 
price and retain Kidman in Australian control,” she said. 

The Australian-owned Hancock will control the board and day-to-day operation of the business, which will 
remain incorporated and headquartered in South Australia. Existing environmental and other commitments 
will be honoured. 

“Consistent with the recommendation from the foreign investment review board, I have decided that the 
acquisition of Kidman as proposed would not be contrary to the national interest and will be permitted to 
proceed as proposed,” Morrison said. 
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Kidman deal gives Gina’s big beef vision real momentum 
Andrew Marshall 
Stock Journal 
9 Dec 2016, 4 p.m. 
 

 

Gina Rinehart's successful Kidman acquisition follows a a succession of cattle property purchases in NSW 
and Western Australia last year and “Inverway” and “Riveren” stations and “Phoenix Park” in the Northern 
Territory mid this year. 

Mining magnate, Gina Rinehart, will rank as one of Australia’s top three beef producers following the 
federal government’s approval of her lead role in the $365 million acquisition of S. Kidman and Company. 

Her Hancock Beef subsidiary will have a combined herd size of about 300,000 head after its Australian 
Outback Beef (AOB) joint venture takes control of the 185,000 head Kidman herd. 

Hancock Group already owns country in southern Queensland where Mrs Rinehart three years ago planned 
to build a $500m powdered milk plant, but is now expected to develop the farms for Wagyu cattle and 
stockfeed production. 

A year ago the Hancock Group chairman also bought the 10,000 hectare Glencoe Station in Central West 
NSW for $30m and paid $25m for nearby “Boogada” and ”Kagan” and their Wagyu cattle herds, then 
owned by businessman Paul Salteri. 

Last year she also paid about $30m for the West Australian Kimberley pastoral gem, “Fossil Downs” and 
owns a half share in “Liveringa” and “Nerrima” stations in northern WA. 

More recently Hancock Prospecting bought “Inverway” and “Riveren” stations June in the Northern 
Territory’s Victoria River district, and in July, “Phoenix Park” near Katherine, a large-scale export pre-
feeding depot and irrigation property. 

Mrs Rinehart said she looked forward to working with Kidman’s senior management team and station 
managers to continue to invest in its beef business. 

Kidman and Co chairman, John Crosby, has responded by welcoming Mrs Rinehart and her partner, 
Shanghai CRED, to the Kidman business, urging her to visit the Adelaide head office in the near future. 

The AOB joint venture between Mrs Rinehart’s beef business and China’s Shanghai CRED’s real estate 
group wants to improve both the production quality and consistency of the Kidman herd. 

Mrs Rinehart said the plan was to explore and drive technology and other improvements with a fresh 
investment strategy for the company’s 10 cattle station aggregations, beef feedlot and stud bull farm. 



Investment would begin as soon as AOB’s bid for Kidman received Chinese government approvals granting 
Shanghai CRED consent to spend the money in Australia. 

Mrs Rinehart said the process was well progressed and expected to be finalised “shortly". 

“We intend to provide additional investment in cattle and infrastructure, including technology improvements 
in our efforts to keep cost and quality internationally competitive,” she said. 

The AOB takeover would see additional volume going through local downstream processing facilities to 
package Kidman branded beef products for export. 

“Three quarters of this country’s beef production is exported, and export markets are critical for the 
industry’s future,” Mrs Rinehart said. 

She said federal Treasurer Scott Morrison’s approach to the sale of Kidman enabled a local Australian 
company to “pay a fair market price and retain Kidman in Australian control”. 

“The combined Kidman and Hancock herd will reach 300,000 head, placing Hancock in the top three beef 
producers in Australia,” she said.    

“We are excited about the future, and looking forward to getting down to work with the Kidman managers.” 

Hancock Prospecting chief executive officer, Garry Korte, described the Kidman deal as “transformational” 
and a significant step in Mrs Rinehart’s strategy and vision for her cattle business. 

“Her long family history in Pilbara stations, affected by drought over many years, as well as, at times, 
flooding and bushfires, made her appreciate the wisdom of Sir Sidney Kidman’s approach to mitigating the 
risk with stations spread over different geographic and climatic regions,” he said. 

The acquisition structure, which sees AOB buy two thirds of the 10 million hectare Kidman pastoral estate, 
while South Australia’s Williams Pastoral Holdings buys Anna Creek Station, involved much less foreign 
investment than any earlier sale proposal. 

Mr Korte said it would ensure majority Australian shareholding and control sat in Australian hands, which 
could become “a more palatable role model” for future foreign ownership deal structures in Australia. 

He said the Kidman business would also have access to additional export markets via Shanghai CRED. 

Kidman chairman Mr Crosby said directors, management and staff were very pleased the Kidman head 
office and jobs would remain in Adelaide. 

He said the extra investment into Kidman by the Hancock-controlled joint venture had potential to create 
another 100 jobs in regional communities in the next few years. 

“Growth will also give a boost to suppliers and contractors to the beef industry and see additional utilisation 
of local processing facilities and infrastructure,” he said. 
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Australia's richest woman Gina Rinehart to buy Kidman estate 
BBC 
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Australia's richest woman Gina Rinehart is worth an estimated $12.4bn 

Australia has given approval for the sale of the country's largest private landholding, the Kidman estate. 

It will go to Australia's richest woman, Gina Rinehart, and her business partner, Chinese developer Shanghai 
CRED. 

The largest Kidman station, Anna Creek, will be sold to a local farming family. 

The sale of the estate, encompassing about 1.3% of Australian land, had been halted several times due to 
concerns about foreign interests. 

Kidman estate said in a statement that "all Australian regulatory approvals for the sale have now been met, 
99% of Kidman shareholders have accepted the offer, and the announcement means the sale can now 
progress to its conclusion". 

Ms Rinehart's company Hancock Prospecting and Shanghai CRED submitted their bid of A$386.5m 
(£228.9; $288.2m) in October under an entity called Outback Beef. The proposal was for Hancock 
Prospecting to hold 67%, with the rest held by Shanghai CRED. It aimed to overcome government concerns 
about foreign investment. 

Previous Chinese-led bids were blocked by the government, which cited national security concerns. The 
Kidman estate was originally offered for sale in April 2015. 

The Anna Creek cattle station - the largest one in the Kidman group - is not part of the Rinehart deal. That 
farm, together with its outstation The Peake, will be acquired by the Williams family who own properties 
that adjoin Anna Creek. 

With the sale of Anna Creek and The Peake, Kidman's Australian ownership increases from 66.1% to 
74.7%. 

Australian Treasurer Scott Morrison said: "Previous security concerns that influenced my earlier rejections 
of sale proposals have been mitigated by excision of Anna Creek, the largest single property holding in 



Australia part of which is located in the Woomera Prohibited Area (WPA) in South Australia, from the 
proposed sale to Outback Beef. 

"Australia welcomes foreign investment where it is consistent with our national interests." 

Some of the farms are close to a government weapons-testing range at Woomera, sparking concerns about 
Kidman falling into foreign hands. 

The landholding has 10 cattle ranches, a bull breeding stud and a feed lot covering 101,411 sq km (39,155 sq 
miles) in four states. 

The separate sale of Anna Creek and The Peake means Ms Rinehart and her partners will own 77,000 sq km 
of the estate. 

 

 
 

Chinese group gets Aussie gov't approval to buy local cattle empire 
Last Updated: 2016-12-09 09:58 
Xinhua 
 
Australia's Treasurer Scott Morrison approved the sale of Australia's largest pastoral land holding on Friday, 
S. Kidman & Co., to a partnership involving local mining magnate Gina Rinehart and Chinese consortium 
Shanghai CRED. 
 
Following months of speculation as to whether or not Morrison would approve a bid involving a foreign 
firm, the Treasurer released a statement on Friday formally approving the sale of the cattle empire to 
Australian Outback Beef (AOB), a venture 67 percent owned by Gina Rinehart's Hancock Prospecting and 
33 percent by China's Shanghai CRED. 
 
Morrison had previously knocked back Chinese-majority bids for the empire due to worries over "national 
security" and "national interest", but under the deal struck with AOB, Morrison said there would be no cause 
for concern. 
 
"Consistent with the recommendation from the Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB), I have decided 
that the acquisition of Kidman as proposed would not be contrary to the national interest and will be 
permitted to proceed as proposed," Morrison said in a statement on Friday. 
 
Under the agreement, S. Kidman & Co's contentious Anna Creek holding, which backs onto the Royal 
Australian Air Force's (RAAF) Woomera weapons testing range, would not be included as part of the sale to 
AOB. 
 
"Under the proposal the largest station in the Kidman group, Anna Creek and its outstation The Peake, will 
be acquired by the Williams Family, a local farming family with properties that adjoin Anna Creek," 
Morrison said. 
 
"The remainder of the S. Kidman & Co. Limited business will be acquired by Australian Outback Beef Pty 
Ltd (Outback Beef). 
 
"Under the proposal Australian-owned Hancock will control the Board, and will control day-to-day 
operation of the business. Kidman will remain majority Australian owned under this proposal, and remain an 



  

 
 
  
Business News: Business Watch 
  
12 December 2016 
Rob Taylor 
The Wall Street Journal (Asia Edition) 
  
KIDMAN 
  
Canberra Approves Cattle Empire's Sale 
  
Australia's government has approved the sale of the historic S. Kidman & Co. cattle empire to an 
Australian-Chinese consortium, ending a long-running process that fueled criticism of rules covering 
foreign farm investment in the country. 
  
"I have decided that the acquisition of Kidman as proposed would not be contrary to the national 
interest and will be permitted to proceed as proposed," Treasurer Scott Morrison said in a statement 
Friday. 
  
The largest property in the Kidman group, the world's biggest cattle ranch Anna Creek and its 
outstation the Peake, would be acquired by a neighboring farming family, Mr. Morrison said, easing 
worries about its strategic location adjacent to a major missile-testing range. 
  
The remainder would be purchased by Outback Beef, which is majority owned by Australian mining 
magnate Gina Rinehart's Hancock Beef with a 67% controlling stake and the remainder held by 
Shanghai CRED Real Estate Stock Co. The Australian-Chinese consortium offered 386.5 million 
Australian dollars (US$288 million) for the ranch empire. 
  
The Kidman company is Australia's largest private land empire, sprawling across three states and the 
Outback Northern Territory and has an average herd of 185,000 cattle. 
  



 
 

 

Rinehart consortium’s Kidman acquisition 
gets FIRB nod 
 

 
 
by Jon Condon, 09 December 2016 
Beef Central 
 
TREASURER Scott Morrison’s announcement that the Federal Government has approved the sale of 
S. Kidman & Co to the joint venture company Australian Outback Beef brings to a close the most 
convoluted cattle asset sale in the nation’s history. 
 
The 19-month sale process has had more twists and turns than an Alfred Hitchcock novel. Not since 
the 2005-06 sale of AMP Society’s Stanbroke Pastoral Co has metropolitan media devoted so much 
attention to a pastoral industry asset’s disposal. 
 
Mr Morrison this morning issued a statement saying the sale to Gina Rinehart’s Australian Outback 
Beef JV was not contrary to the national interest, removing the last obstacle to the completion of the 
deal. 
 
All Australian regulatory approvals for the sale have now been met, 99 percent of Kidman 
shareholders have accepted the offer, and the announcement means the sale can now progress to its 
conclusion. 
 



Kidman & Co Ltd is one of Australia’s largest beef producers, with pastoral leases covering 
101,000sq km across South Australia, Western Australia, the NT, and Queensland. The portfolio 
includes 19 individual properties operated as 12 enterprises, comprising ten cattle stations, a bull 
breeding stud farm and a feedlot. The company was founded by pastoral legend Sir Sidney Kidman 
(pictured) in the 1870s. 
 
The business was originally offered for sale in April, 2015. 
 
The successful purchaser, AOB, is a consortium owned 67pc by Gina Rinehart’s Hancock 
Prospecting and 33pc by Shanghai CRED Real Estate Stock Co Ltd. 
 
Shanghai CRED was the lead participant in an earlier foreign ownership-heavy syndicate’s bid, later 
rejected by the Federal Government. 
 
In October this year, the AOB consortium backed by Gina Rinehart committed to make a takeover 
offer to acquire 100pc of the shares of Kidman. 
 
Ahead of the conclusion of the sale will be the divestment of Anna Creek and The Peake stations by 
Kidman to neighbouring cattle producers, Williams Pastoral Holdings, reducing the land area 
purchased by AOB to 77,700sq km. 
 
Anna Creek became the centre of much of the earlier attention over the proposed sale to the original 
Shanghai Cred syndicate, because of its strategic location beside sensitive defence installations. 
Hancock Prospecting chief executive Garry Korte said the structure of the acquisition – involving 
less foreign investment than previous JV models and ensuring majority Australian shareholding with 
control in Australian hands while at the same time facilitating quicker growth through access to 
additional export markets – might become a more palatable role model for future deal structures in 
Australia where foreign ownership is concerned. 
 
Hancock chairman Gina Rinehart noted that the new ownership deal would reduce the amount of 
foreign ownership of the pastoral group – from its current level of 34pc (many of the existing 
Kidman descendants are overseas based) down to 33pc. 
 
Deal will elevate Gina into ‘top three’ beef producers 
 
When combined with its existing operations, the acquisition will elevate Hancock into the top three 
beef producers in Australia, with a combined herd size growing to about 300,000 head. Only the 
Australian Agricultural Co and Consolidated Pastoral Co run larger herds. 
 
“AOB looks forward to working with the Kidman senior management team and the station managers 
to continue to invest in its beef business to improve both the production quality and consistency and 
bring improvements to the properties,” a Hancock statement issued this morning said. 
 
“Three quarters of Australia’s beef production is exported, and export markets are critical for the 
industry’s future,” Mrs Rinehart said. 
 
“We intend to provide additional investment in cattle and infrastructure, including technology 
improvements in our efforts to keep cost and quality competitive internationally.” 
 
The expanded Hancock herd would see additional volume going through Australian processing 
facilities to package Kidman branded beef products for export, she said. 
 



“The Treasurer’s approach to the sale of Kidman enabled a local Australian company to pay a fair 
market price and retain Kidman in Australian control,” Mrs Rinehart said. 
 
“We are excited about the future, and looking forward to getting down to work with the Kidman 
managers, as soon as we receive PRC approvals, which are well progressed and expected shortly, to 
explore and drive technology and other improvements.” 
 
New phase for the Kidman business 
 
In a statement issued just minutes ago, S. Kidman & Co managing director Greg Campbell said staff 
and management were excited about entering into a new and transformational phase of the business. 
 
“I speak not only for myself but for many Kidman employees when I say we are pleased that 
Hancock, a highly respected Australian company, leads the joint venture that has received key 
approvals to acquire Kidman,” Mr Campbell said. 
 
“Mrs Rinehart is a prominent Australian and we appreciate her desires to further invest and grow the 
business. We are excited for the future and look forward to working with her to take the business to 
the next stage of its development.” 
 
Mr Campbell said Kidman also welcomed the AOB commitment to keep the Kidman head office in 
Adelaide, and ensuring the jobs of Kidman’s employees were safe. 
 
Kidman’s 2016 annual general meeting held on 18 November was the last formal meeting of the 
Kidman families. The milestone nature of the meeting in Australian rural history was raised in 
several speeches of thanks and farewell made by family members. 
 
Kidman group chairman John Crosby said further investment into Kidman by the Hancock-controlled 
joint venture had the potential to create another 100 jobs in regional communities over the next few 
years. 
 
“Growth will also give a boost to suppliers and contractors to the beef industry and see additional 
utilisation of local processing facilities and infrastructure,” he said. 
 
Hancock Prospecting’s CEO Garry Korte said the acquisition was transformational for the Hancock 
beef business, and represented a significant step in the achievement of Mrs Rinehart’s strategy and 
vision for the cattle business. 
 
“Her long family history in Pilbara stations, affected by drought over many years, as well as at times 
flooding and bushfires, made her appreciate the wisdom of Sir Sidney Kidman’s approach to 
mitigating the risk with stations being spread over different geographic and climatic regions,” Mr 
Korte said. 
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